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About This Game

In City Defense you need to protect your city from capture by enemy equipment.
To do this, you can build 3 types of automatic turrets, which have their own unique characteristics and use different

ways to destroy the enemy. But do not forget to upgrade your turrets, then they will cause more damage and continue to shoot!

Fierce battles take place in 15 unique locations, ranging from urban areas to spacious suburbs.
Many game elements, including enemy routes, are randomly generated and give a unique experience from each game.

Earn money by destroying enemies. They can buy the unwinding time to build new turrets or to upgrade old ones.
Careful study of the features of locations and types of enemies will teach on the move to make the right decisions.

Peculiar properties:

- "Rewind" time ago! But it only works on enemies, and you will have time to destroy them!

- Create unique turrets to defend your city!

- Different levels of difficulty

- 22 types of enemy vehicles with their unique characteristics

Build the perfect defense! Keep them coming! Don't give up until the last!
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Title: City Defense
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Studio48, Turykin Nikolay
Publisher:
Studio48
Release Date: 31 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Quad-Core (q8300), 2500 MHz

Memory: 1 GB ОЗУ MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 530 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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65 special costumes which add cute to the feel. Worth the buy. Feel like the game is a bit unbalanced atm, exploding troops are
pretty overpowered in multiplayer deathmatches. Unless you are able to CC them there is little chance to kill a sapper or a sneak
before they decimate you IMO. Still a lot of potential here even if some concepts and mechanics seem a bit obtuse initially.
Looking forward to the future of what this game has to offer.. I love this game. While the graphics are not quite what most
people enjoy these days, the storyline is amazing. The replayability of this game is unparallelled because you can do
ANYTHING you want to do. There are repercussions for doing stupid things like killing a main character, but the game will let
you do it if you're strong enough. As long as you're strong enough and spend your skill points wisely, you can go to any area of
the game you want. It's a game that requires a little strategical thought, and a whole lot of patience.. I felt like physics were
inconsistent in some levels which makes you frustrate.
Art is nice, the puzzles itselves are challenging, music is pretty much same all levels, mostly environment sounds.
I would say give it a shot.

. I'll add this review here but I've updated the main game page with a combined review.

The Eagle King adds several welcome features to the game, mainly a PoM style campaign from Hegemony: Gold to this
installment. You follow Epirus in his exploits throughout Italy, performing tasks that are in line with what happened historically
BUT it doesn't stop there. Should you decide you can conquer all off Italy and establish a new Greek Hegemony in the region.

Upsides are the historical tidbits, added units based off of the mainland Greeks and a totally reworked naval system.

In addition to the campaign there is an invader scenario which gives you control of up to 7 additional factions that come from
outside the Italy map.

You play as either the Senones, Boii, Dalmatae, Epirotes, Macedonians, Cretans, Mamertines and the Alelia. Each faction
covers a culture, ie Sabellic, Etruscan, Gallic and they come with their own specific start like Naval Invasions or Cross Alp
invasion.

In the invader sandbox you get your own tasks to ease settling into an assigned spot OR you can decide to screw it all and take
the first city and begin your reign of terror.

Did I mention the smaller overhauls? The AI is much more competant and combines effective tactics, itactually uses navies and
to great force and also intermixing mercenaries with its native forces to plug holes in their armies. Cities can be easily taken
from you and the AI is a tonne more fun to play against.

Downsides are the diplomacy is still not where it could be and other aspects of ancient life like religion and trade are non-
existant. There are still a couple of old bugs lurking around like units disappearing and disembarking units killing them
immediately. Some units are not represented in an authentic way but I can respect artistic license.

All in all a good first step on expanding Heg:3 and I recommend it to anyone who enjoyed the base game!
. This is one of the best single player strategy games I've ever played.
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I feel like it was reaching for a much more significant, thoughtful experience than it actually achieved.. Devastatingly brilliant..
While not being a perfect game, I believe that in my opinion, this is the best game in the series. I love the XP system, the towers,
the maps, and the new additions, and how this game grew from the BTD4 Expansion.

This game features a new art-style not seen previously in the past 4 games, and it looks a lot cleaner, and smoother. The new
Special Agents feature is much appreciated, as it added some great new towers whilst using the Monkey Money well, such as the
Tribal Turtle, and the Monkey Farmer. These Special Agents can also be upgraded with the Pro-Mode, that involves you getting
50 of the same type of Special Agent.

Overall, this package of a 10 dollar game felt complete, with a new upgrade system for the monkeys, a ton of brand new maps,
and even CO-OP mode and missions. This is a must buy for anyone looking to kill time, or just looking for a good time.. If you
play this game... This is A Must item. Auto picks up tokens and saves you much time. afk more!!! if you pay anythings. buy this
first. Warning!!! picking them up yourself and you cant go pee or poo without missing them because you to lazy or cheap and
could not fork over a few more bucks and support the game.. Rubbish Game.
Beautiful vision.
But\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Control.
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